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hat was more than two decades ago,
and while the snake charmers, sand
dunes, and spices still remain, the
Saharan fantasy now comes along with some
of the world’s best and most unique luxury
accommodation, good roads and transportation,
along with some of the world’s top gastronomy.
More simply put, Morocco is one excellent
place for a holiday.

T

Now accessible by multiple budget airlines,
with its fantastic accommodation and restaurant
deals, not to mention an abundance of sights
and activities to do in a climate with over
300 days of sunshine per year, Morocco has
become the darling of Europe. However in
(ZPHP[Z[PSSÅPLZ\UKLY[OLYHKHYVM[LUNL[[PUN
erroneously lumped in with those unsafe
Middle East or Arab countries, which could
be nothing further from the truth, as Morocco
is the crossroads of Africa, Europe, and the
Arab world, a colorful spice bazaar whose
ZJLU[Z HUK ÅH]VYZ ^V^ ]PZP[VYZ [PTL HUK
time again.
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:: a horse carriage in the ancient medina
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arrakech remains one of the
most exotic other worldly
cities on the planet, a former desert caravanserai which lured the
Beatles, Stones, Led Zeppelin, hippies,
models, and Yves St. Laurent amongst
others to its open air public square, the
Djemma al Fnaa, where Gnawa musicians compete with snake charmers,
acrobats, orange juice and date sellers,
and horse carriages for audience attention.
Over the past decade, hundreds of old
merchant mansions have been restored
and refurbished and converted into
boutique riads for visitors, matching
the city’s rise to fame as a UNESCO
declared World Heritage Site.
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:: a midget violinist at the Djemma el Fna Square in Marrakech
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FES
urther north, the same is happening
in Fes and its ancient medina, a labyrinthine tangle of alleyways and
passages and world’s largest car free maze,
where life goes on more or less as it did
a thousand years ago. Here one can see
(and smell!) one of the world’s oldest and
hardest professions, the leather tanneries,
where workers stand waist deep in chemicals,
dyes, pigeon poop, and cow urine in
order to create durable high end leather to
be turned into shoes, jackets, and bags for
boutiques around the globe.

F

Everything in Fes comes from the ground up,
as the goats are slaughtered, the skins carried
on donkey back through the medina,
processed in the tanneries, and then sent to
the thousands of master craftsmen throughout
the old city, who turn the skins into some of
the top leather products in the world.

:: the thousand year old leather
tanneries in the ancient medina
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:: a worker in the thousand year old leather tannery
in the ancient medina of Fes
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outh of Marrakech, the often snowbound Atlas
Mountains rise up to 4000 meters and separate the
rest of the country from the start of the real desert,
where the Dades and Draa Valleys drift down into the
Sahara proper. The land here is desolate and barren,
I\[L]LY`ZVVM[LUOP[ZYP]LY[YPI\[HYPLZÅV^PUNMYVT[OL
Atlas, giving rise to dramatic gorges and canyons which
surround fertile green oases, where Berbers earn a
living growing roses and dates.
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This for many visitors is the quintessential Morocco,
where ancient ksour (castles) and kasbahs dot the
landscape, made of mud brick and glowing orange brown
[V Ä[ PU ^P[O [OL KLZLY[ Z\U 4HU` VM [OLZL Z\JO HZ [OL
UNESCO preserved one at Ait Benhaddou, hail from the
11th Century and are commonly used as backdrops to
major Hollywood releases these days, such as Lawrence
of Arabia, Gladiator, The English Patient, and Babel to
UHTL I\[ H ML^ (KK H ML^ OVVKLK ÄN\YLZ PU KQLSSHIH
robes, and it comes as no surprise that much of the
VYPNPUHS:[HY>HYZ^HZÄSTLKOLYL
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urther south, the real Sahara begins. Sand dunes dominate the
SHUKZJHWL [OL OLH[ PU[LUZPÄLZ HUK PM `V\ OLHK HU` M\Y[OLY
south, well Timbuktu is only 52 days away by camel, as a
popular signboard in the outpost of Zagora states. There are several
sets of dunes to choose from here, south to the oasis of M’Hamid,
where the Erg Chigaga sand hills are set far from the road, accessible only via 4WD and camel, where space, silence, and the
biggest sky full of stars you will ever see are your only companions.
Further west, along the Algerian border, the Erg Chebbi dunes are
closer to the road and thus more touristy, but the sand dunes are
higher here, and offer great opportunities to go on camel safaris
into the sands, where one can experience Berber hospitality under
the magical desert skies.

F

Even in this hot desolate land one doesn’t have to suffer like
Lawrence or have thirst like a dromedary. There are plenty of
comfortable tour operators to offer smooth rides, and even a 5 star
luxury camp located in the middle of Erg Chigaga, where tents are
V\[Ä[[LK ^P[O WHSH[PHS ILKZ LJVMYPLUKS` IH[OYVVTZ HUK ZLY]PJL
to rival a sultan, where a cold beer or glass of champagne awaits
after dismounting from ones camel!
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oming from the Arabian word for garden, riads are traditional merchant homes
which emphasized interior beauty and privacy, with rooms clustered around a beautiful
central courtyard and fountain. Somewhere during Morocco’s tourist boom, people
realized that these exquisitely crafted properties were worth restoring and turning into
boutique accommodations, and they have now become all the rage in Marrakech and
elsewhere. No visit to Morocco is complete without a stay in one, and for many visitors, a
riad holiday is often a reason in and of itself for making a Saharan pilgrimage. Celebrities,
such as U2’s Bono, have often ensconced themselves for months at a time in these
NVYNLV\ZÄ[MVYHRPUNWHSHJLZHUK[OL`PZUVYLHZVU^O``V\ZOV\SKU»[HZ^LSS
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9PHK,UPQH

MARRAKECH

 9PHK ,UPQH : a fabulous restored 280 year old building that
belonged to a silk merchant located in the heart of Marrakech’s
medina. Full of Berber carpets, artwork, and truly a place to
experience a 1001 Arabian nights fantasy. www.riadenija.com
 +HY KL *PNVNULZ : a boutique designer set of riads with
private courtyards filled with fruit trees and fountains, and
whose terrace overlooks the daily spectacle of storks nesting on
the neighboring Badi Palace, as well as a complete escape from
the chaos of the medina outside. www.lescigognes.com
 (UNZHUH 9PHKZ : a collection of six chic heritage riad
lodgings offering one of Morocco’s best hamman spa treatments.
www.angsana.com
9PHK+`VY : Well known European fashion designer Alberto
Cortes has brought his Ibiza chic style to Morocco, creating a
luxury riad with amosaic-tiled courtyard with six suites, overlooking the ancient medina and Atlas Mountains on clear days.
www.ryaddyor.com

FES

+HYKL*PNVNULZ

(UNZHUH9PHKZ

9PHK+`VY

7HSHPZ(THUP

 7HSHPZ (THUP : A gorgeous and opulent riad with Art Deco
design and garden courtyard set around a mosaic fountain
inside the Fes medina, with the best restaurant in town. www.
palaisamani.com
:VÄ[LS7HSHPZ1HTHP : not a riad but a 5 star hotel featuring stylish
Moorish and Arabic architecture set overlooking the labyrinth
VM[OLTLKPUHHUKHMHU[HZ[PJWSHJL[V\U^PUK^^^ZVÄ[LSJVT

+LZLY[*HTW4VYVJJV
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SAHARA  DESERT

 -VY [OL \S[PTH[L PU KLZLY[ WHTWLYPUN ,YN *OPNHNH 3\_\Y`
Camp offers 5 star pampering amidst the dunes, and if
one is pressed for time, is even reachable via helicopter!
www.desertcampmorocco.com
-VYKLZLY[HUKV[OLY[YH]LS)S\L4LUVM4VYVJJVJHUHYYHUNL
camels, guides, vehicles, and just about anything else a traveler
might want, and have a hotel and camel safari camp in the
dunes of Erg Chebbi www.bluemenofmorocco.com
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HOW   TO  GE T  THE RE
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WHEN   TO  G O

Egjg[[g`Ykhd]flqg^kmfk`af]$gn]j+((\YqkYq]Yjg^al$Yf\
l`]j]akYdoYqkkge]o`]j]l`Ylakafl`]ja_`lk]Ykgf$ZmlhdYf
Y[[gj\af_dq& L`] \]k]jl Yj]Y Yf\ EYjjYc][` ak ZYcaf_ `gl af
l`] kmee]j Bmf]%K]hl]eZ]j!$ oal` l]eh]jYlmj]k j]Y[`af_ -($
o`]j]Ykl`]E]\al]jjYf]YfYf\9ldYfla[Z]Y[`j]kgjlkYj]Yll`]aj
egkl[jgo\]\l`]f&Khjaf_Yf\^Yddg^^]jl`]Z]klg^Yddogjd\k$
oal`oYje\YqkYf\[ggdfa_`lk$hdmkhd]flqg^Zdggeaf_^dgo]jk
gj[`Yf_af_d]Yn]kafl`]egmflYafk&Oafl]jkafl`]9ldYkYj][gd\
Yf\kfgoq$Yf\o`ad]\]k]jll]eh]jYlmj]k\][]fl$qgmddf]]\Y
n]jqoYjebY[c]l[ge]fa_`l^Ydd&
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